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Computational Simulation of Current
Forces on Floating Production Storage

and O�oading in Irregular Waves

M.R. Islam1, O.B. Yaakob2�, A.M. Abdul Malik2 and M.Y.B.M. Kamal2

Abstract. This paper presents the e�ect of current forces on the motion of forces on Floating
Production Storage and O�oading (FPSO) in irregular waves. The objective of this research is to compute
the motion of FPSO in irregular waves by time domain simulation including the e�ect of current forces.
A study is made on the slowly varying oscillations of a moored single body system in a current and waves.
Linear potential theory is used to describe the uid motion, and three-dimensional source distribution
techniques are applied to obtain the hydrodynamic forces and transfer function of the wave exciting forces.
OCIMF (1994) data are used for estimation of the current forces. The non-linear time domain simulations
have been carried out in irregular waves. Based on it, slowly varying motion responses are examined
including the e�ect of the current forces. Several environmental conditions, such as the current angle
of attack, current velocity, signi�cant wave height and mean wave period are considered, which may
signi�cantly a�ect FPSO motion in surge, sway and yaw moments. It is found that the e�ect of current
forces is quite signi�cant when the current velocity is increased. In this simulation, while the current
velocity is increased to 3.0 meter/seconds, the impact on FPSO motion is quite signi�cant, which should
be taken into consideration from the point of view of safety, failure of mooring systems, operating responses
and the dynamic positioning of the FPSO.
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INTRODUCTION

Floating Production Storage and O�oading (FPSO), a
ship-shaped vessel similar to a trading tanker, is one of
the o�shore platforms currently being used in o�shore
industries. FPSO systems represent an important
engineering solution for the exploitation of deep-water
oil and gas �elds. The oating type platform used
is designed to gather oil or gas produced from the
seabed, as well as from nearby platforms, and to store
it until the oil or gas can be o�oaded onto shuttle
tankers or sent through a pipeline. The main reason
for choosing FPSO as the o�shore platform is due to
its storage capacity and the provision of large topsides,
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particularly in marginal deep water �elds. O�oading
operations require a safe relative positioning between
two vessels under the action of environmental forces
such as wind, waves and currents. Waves, winds and
currents can subject the vessel to quartering or beam
seas that can signi�cantly inuence the response of
FPSO.

The e�ect of irregular seas is represented by
second-order forces and moments; namely, mean and
slow drift forces, as well as by wave current interaction
terms (wave drift damping). The inclusion of wave drift
forces into the analyses helps complete the picture of
the dynamics of these systems under a marine environ-
ment, now constituting wind, current and wave e�ects.
These forces a�ect the oating structure in terms of
safety, sustainability, operating response and display
positioning. Current forces have signi�cant e�ects on
FPSO positioning and under extreme circumstances
may cause failure to the mooring lines.

Current behavior impacts on the FPSO depend on
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current speeds, angles of attack and, most signi�cantly,
the water depth to ship draught ratios. Under-keel
clearance also has a large inuence on the current
coe�cients. For example, according to Ref. [1], the
lateral force coe�cient for water depth to draft ratio
of 1.0 are, approximately, three times larger than the
coe�cients for water depth to draft ratio equal to 3.0.
This increase is primarily due to the blockage e�ect of
the FPSO, which cause a proportionately larger volume
of water to pass around, rather than under the FPSO
as the under-keel clearance decreases.

Remery and Van Oortmerssen [2] presented a
method to predict current forces on moored tankers,
based on several model tests conducted at the Nether-
lands Ship Model Basin (currently MARIN). The au-
thors proposed that the ITTC 1957 frictional resistance
formula be used to predict the longitudinal force. For
transverse force and yaw moment coe�cients, they
calibrated a separate �fth order Fourier cosine series
to the test results and proposed these to model the
variation of each coe�cient with a relative current
heading. They suggested that the lateral current force
and yaw moment coe�cients should be independent
of the Reynolds number. A curve was provided
for adjusting the force coe�cients for shallow water
e�ects.

Edwards [3] found that, contrary to results by Re-
mery and Van Oortmerssen, the inuence of Reynolds
number on the lateral current force and yaw moment is
signi�cant, in particular due to changes in the nature
of the vortex shedding from the bow and stern.

Experimental results for steady current forces on
tanker-based FPSO are given in [4]. The authors
claimed that a longitudinal force near 180 and 90
degree angles of attack is strongly dependent on the
details of the bow and stern con�guration. These
resulted in larger lateral force and yaw moments than
those indicated by OCIMF in [5].

Inoue et al. [6] presented some numerical results
for a moored FPSO and a parallel connected LNG car-
rier. The authors presented the e�ects of current, wind
and drift forces on this multi-body oating system.
They analyzed the interaction e�ect between the two
vessels for one current heading angle and concluded
that the e�ect of current on the motion of FPSO is
signi�cant. Heidari et al. [7] presented some numerical
results of a moored semi-submersible in short crested
waves and also compared the results with long crested
waves; critical cases being examined. The e�ect of
current forces was not included.

This paper presents the e�ect of current forces on
a moored FPSO at various current speeds and relative
current headings. The resulting surge, sway and yaw
motions under the inuence of current are compared
with those without current forces and signi�cant e�ects
are highlighted.

EQUATION OF MOTION IN THE TIME
DOMAIN

The time domain motion analysis of a oating struc-
ture, a motion equation, can be derived on the basis
of the equation proposed originally by Cummins [8].
In this method, the frequency dependency of hydrody-
namic reaction forces is taken into account by means
of a convolution integral and no other assumption
is required other than the linearity of hydrodynamic
forces.

The equation of motion in the time domain is the
same as in Inoue et al. [6] and is given by:

6X
j=1

(Mkj +mkj) �Xj +
Z t

�1
Rkj(t� �) _Xjd�

+Bnj _Xj j _Xj + CXj = Fk + Fc + Fm; (1)

where:

Mkj : inertia matrix of kj,
Mkj : frequency independent added mass matrix

of kj,
Rkj : retardation function matrix of kj,
Bn : non linear damping coe�cient matrix of kj,
C : restoring coe�cient matrix of kj,
Fk : wave exciting force vector in k-mode,
Fc : current force vector in k-mode,
Fm : mooring force vector in k-mode,

Components of mkj and Rkj matrices have the follow-
ing forms:

mkj = akj(!�) +
1
!�

1Z
0

Rkj(t) sin(!�t)dt; (2)

Rkj(t) =
2
�

1Z
0

bkj(!) cos(!t)d!: (3)

Here, aij and bij are frequency dependent added mass
and damping coe�cient matrices, respectively (k and
j take values from 1 to 6). These hydrodynamic forces
and the transfer function of the wave exciting forces are
calculated using three dimensional source distribution
techniques within the linear wave theory [9]; !� is the
constant frequency, which can be chosen arbitrarily.
The mooring forces are calculated based on [10].

CURRENT FORCES

The current force and current moment components
are de�ned in a body-�xed coordinate system and are
identical to that presented in OCIMF [5]. They are
given by:
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Fxc =
1
2
Cxc�LTV 2

cr;

Fyc =
1
2
Cyc�LTV 2

cr;

Mmc =
1
2
Cmc�L2TV 2

cr;

where Fxc is the longitudinal current force, Fyc is
the lateral current force and Fmc is the current yaw
moment. The associated dimensionless force and
moment coe�cients are longitudinal current forces
coe�cient, Cxc, lateral current forces coe�cient, Cyc,
and current yaw moment coe�cient, Cmc. The remain-
ing variables are the vessel draft, T , length between
perpendiculars, L, current velocity, Vcr, and uid
density, �.

The current forces and moment coe�cients are
primarily a function of current angle, �, Froude and
Reynolds numbers, hull form, vessel draft and water
depth to vessel draft ratio. For currents owing past
a moored FPSO in deep water, the associated Froude
numbers are su�ciently small that free surface e�ects
are not signi�cant. In this paper, the coe�cients are
obtained from the curves proposed by the Oil Compa-
nies International Marine Forum (OCIMF) [1,5], which
are based on extensive tank tests on typical tankers.
These coe�cients are independent of Reynolds and
Froude numbers.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Based on the mathematical model, a computer pro-
gram using FORTRAN77 is developed in the time
domain for six degrees of freedom, using the Newmark-
Wilson method. In this program, the hydrodynamic
coe�cients and wave exciting forces and moments are
utilized as a transfer function for the unit amplitude
wave. These transfer functions are calculated by a 3-D
source distribution method [10].

An analysis was carried out on an FPSO having
mooring lines whose details are given in Table 1
originally taken from [10]. The time domain simulation
for the FPSO was carried out in irregular waves using
an ISSC wave spectrum. The resulting data consists
of the motion of the FPSO in surge, sway and yaw
motion at each time step. The current angles of attack
to the hull of the FPSO are considered for 0, 90, 190,
and 270 degrees, respectively. The conditions that are
considered in each of the current angles of attack are
with and without current, di�erent current velocities,
di�erent signi�cant wave heights and di�erent mean
wave periods. Other e�ects, such as the use of thrusters
or other devices, are not taken into consideration for
the present simulation.

The FPSO is moored to a single point catenary
mooring system of four equal mooring lines; each moor-

Table 1. Main particulars of FPSO.

Length (L) 295.0 (m)

Breadth (B) 60.0 (m)

Depth (D) 25.0 (m)

Draft (T ) 8.5 (m)

Displacement (W ) 143,845 (tonne)

Centre of gravity from midship (XG) 0.75 (m)

Centre of gravity above base line (KG) 18.16 (m)

Metacentric height (GM) 23.24 (m)

Transverse radius of gyration (Kxx) 19.80 (m)

Longitudinal radius of gyration (Kyy) 82.60 (m)

ing line being 90 degrees apart. The characteristics of
the mooring lines are as follows:

� Length of each mooring line = 800.0 m,

� Weight of unit length (in water) = 9.43 KN/m,

� Initial tension = 603.8055 KN.

The setting parameters are as follows:

� Simulation time, t = 2000 seconds;

� Time step, dt = 0:1 seconds;

� Water depth = 260 meters.

The simulation cases are summarized in Table 2.
The current and wave directions are designated ac-
cording to Figure 1, with current velocity VC = 1.5
meters/seconds (3 knots). The signi�cant wave height,
H = 5 meters, and mean wave period, t = 15 seconds,
are taken as the default normal sea condition study
case.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: CASE 1

The simulation was carried out for a wave heading
angle of 270 degrees and a current angle of attack
of 0 (zero) degrees. It is observed in Figure 2 that
as current forces are included, FPSO oscillates with

Table 2. Simulation cases.

Case Current Angle of Attack

1 0

2 90

3 180

4 270
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amplitudes equal to 1.5-2 m. Furthermore, it is seen
in Figure 3 that the higher the current velocity, the
higher the surge amplitude; at current velocity of 3.0
meters/seconds (m/s) or 5.83 knots, the surge motion
is increased signi�cantly.

Here, the current velocity of 3 m/s is considered

Figure 1. Schematic drawing showing the wave and
current angle of attack.

Figure 2. Surge motion with and without current
velocity (VC = 1:5 m/s, H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading
of 270� and current angle of 0�).

Figure 3. Surge motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 0�).

as an extreme case because during hurricanes or other
extreme situations, the current velocity may exceed 3
m/s. It is to be mentioned that during Hurricane Rita
in 2007, the maximum hurricane induced current speed
was 3.2 m/s (6.4 knots) [11].

Sway motion is expected to be the same, since
the current angle of attack is 180 degrees and this
sway motion arises only from the e�ect of the wave
exciting forces for a wave heading angle of 270 degrees.
Current forces at 0 (zero) degree angle of attack is
not considered signi�cant as shown in Figure 4. It is
also understood from Figure 5 that with the increase
of current velocity, signi�cant change is made on the
FPSO yaw angle. At current velocity of 3.0 m/s (5.83
knot), the FPSO yaw angle changed to a maximum
of -40 degrees. The yaw motion is quite high, since

Figure 4. Sway motion with and without current velocity
(VC = 1:5 m/s, H = 5 m, t = 15 s).

Figure 5. Yaw motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 0�).
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the hull viscous damping is neglected, resulting in an
overestimation of yaw motion. Therefore, to predict
the reasonable dynamic yaw motion of FPSO, the use
of proper hull viscous drag is important. However,
this is beyond the scope of the present work, since
hydrodynamic forces are computed using linear wave
theory.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: CASE 2

The simulation has also been carried out for a wave
heading angle of 270 degrees and current angle of 90
degrees. It is seen in Figure 6 that the higher the
current velocity, the more signi�cant impact on the
amplitude of the FPSO. The FPSO cannot resist the
impact from current forces, as the current velocity is
3 m/s (5.83 knots) in the middle of the simulation
time and the amplitude becomes � 40 meters. Under
extreme irregular wave conditions (i.e. at a higher
signi�cant wave height and a less mean wave period),
the sway amplitude of FPSO becomes higher, as shown
in Figures 7 and 8.

In Figure 6, yaw motion is also shown to have
the same behavior; the higher the current velocity, the
higher the yaw angle changes from the origin. It is seen
from Figure 9 that at a current velocity of 3.0 m/s
(5.83 knots), a sudden change of yaw angle from +5
degrees to -20 degrees in a simulation time of between
500 seconds and 1000 seconds, slowly decreased the
yaw angle. Again, the higher results are partly due to
neglecting the hull viscous damping. It is understood
that the higher the signi�cant wave height and the
less the mean wave period, the more signi�cantly the
yaw angle of FPSO changed, as shown in Figures 10
and 11.

Figure 6. Sway motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 90�).

Figure 7. Sway motion at di�erent signi�cant wave
height (VC = 1:5 m/s, t = 15 s).

Figure 8. Sway motion at di�erent mean wave period
(VC = 1:5 m/s, H = 5 m).

Figure 9. Yaw motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading angle of 270� and
current angle of 90�).
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Figure 10. Yaw motion di�erent signi�cant wave height
(VC = 1:5 m/s, t = 15 s).

Figure 11. Yaw motion at di�erent mean wave period
(VC = 1:5 m/s, H = 5 m).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: CASE 3

For a wave heading angle of 270 degrees and a current
angle of attack of 180 degrees, it is observed that with
the inclusion of current forces and at a higher current
velocity, the amplitude of FPSO strongly inuenced
motion, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. Further, it is
also observed that the amplitude of the FPSO with the
inclusion of current forces increases from +0.5 meter to
-1.0 meter, and as the current velocity increased to 3.0
m/s (5.83 knots), the amplitude varies � 3 meters from
the original position.

It is seen from Figure 14 that a current velocity
of 3 m/s (5.83 knots) changes the FPSO yaw angle to
-25 degrees at a simulation time of 250 seconds; slowly

Figure 12. Surge motion with and without current
velocity (VC = 1:5 m/s, H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading
of 270� and current angle of 180�).

Figure 13. Surge motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 180�).

decreasing to -10 degrees at the end of a simulation
time of 2000 seconds.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: CASE 4

The simulation has also been carried out for the same
wave heading and current angle (i.e. 270 degrees). As
both environmental forces come from a heading angle
of 270 degrees, in a sway motion, it is the critical point
to analyze. It is understood that as the current velocity
is increased, the amplitude of the FPSO sway motions
are increased signi�cantly, as shown in Figure 15. It
is also observed that as the current velocity increased
to 3.0 m/s (5.83 knots), the motion uctuates about
� 10 meters from the origin in the �rst quarter of
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Figure 14. Yaw motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 180�).

Figure 15. Sway motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 270�).

the simulation and suddenly jumped to � 20 meters
at the end of the simulation time. The extreme wave
condition also notably a�ected the amplitude of the
FPSO sway motion. It is seen in Figure 16 that with
the increases in current velocity, the yaw angle of the
FPSO also increased.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a study on the e�ect of current forces to
the motion of FPSO is presented. From the foregoing
discussion, it can be concluded that the e�ect of
current forces is quite signi�cant for FPSO motion in
surge, sway and yaw. It can also be understood that
current angle and velocity inuences FPSO behavior
and, in extreme cases, at a current velocity of 3.0

Figure 16. Yaw motion at di�erent current velocity
(H = 5 m, t = 15 s, wave heading of 270� and current
angle of 270�).

meter/seconds, FPSO is signi�cantly a�ected by a
huge impact, which should be given importance in the
designing of mooring and dynamic positioning systems.
The authors recommend carrying out experiments for
validating the same and, also, for further studying
di�erent bow and stern con�gurations and the e�ect
of vortex due to current.
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